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A security system developed by firemen for firemen and also for the nursing staff in buildings like hospitals, 
old peoples home, or for Everybody in places like high rise buildings.  
 
 

 
s-2-s (slide to save) 

 
Patients are slid to a safe place and don’t have to be carried anymore. 
The advantage of such a rescuing system is obvious:  
Less effort and less human resources, quick and easy rescue (narrow staircases), easy to slide, only one 
hand has to be used, direct eye contact and better protection against smoke, hot fumes, heat and burning 
material. Rescue by one person possible (also by non firemen). Possibility to store additional equipments 
(device, life-saving equipments), little stress for the patient, rescue in the correct position (e.g. on the side).  
 

 
The s-2-s is available  
in two models   

 
- s-2-s fire; for fire brigades 
The person to be rescued is protected by a hardwearing, temperature proof special fabric. 
The temperature proof of the tissue is at 300° C (peak: 500° C). The slide protection 
tissue prevents from damaging the person-protection lining and ensures the necessary 
gliding ability. For particularly rough floors and heavy wear the s-2-s is equipped with a 
replaceable patch. The inside lining protects the person from uneven floors, bumps and 
offers some comfort. The person is fixed with three belts or Velcro fasteners. With the 
help of several handles, even difficult passages can be handled. 
 
How to carry 
Easy to carry (attached to the breathing apparatus): 
The s-2-s bag is thanks to its measurements (slightly larger than a breathing apparatus) 
and its low weight, easy to carry. Therefore it can be carried along as easily as a life-
saving equipment.  
Measurements: Diameter = about 18 cm (7,1“), length = about 72 cm (28,3”), weight 
about 5.6 kg (12,3 pounds). 

 
- s-2-s public; for buildings (Hospitals, Residential Homes, 
  High Rise Buildings, Hotels etc. 
This version has a thicker lining and is usually not rolled up. The s-2-s bag can be hung 
up in a blue cover in an easily accessible place, e.g. near the fire fighting equipments. 
 
Easy to use 
Narrow staircases are no more obstacles. 

The s-2-s bag absorbs bumps, so that slid up or down stairs feels like a pleasant massage. Test it yourself! 

 
 
s-2-s customer; customer adjustment 
Newly developed materials enable a variety of uses,  
even for special uses. 
          
Don’t hesitate to contact us! 
 

Based on tests the members of the Swiss Fire Brigade Association agree 
that the s-2-s bag suits to difficult rescue operations and the rescue of 
persons. 
                   (Kommission technische Fragen Atemschutz, SFV) 

 
 

 
 

 

The first minutes count! Bring the injured person to a safe place! 
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Stairs are no longer any obstacles!  
 
The Swiss Fire Brigade Association, regional and local fire brigades, Residential Homes, 
Homes for the Handicapped and Safety Officers for  high rise buildings have tested and 
approved the s-2-s bags.  
You should test it, you’ll be surprised! 
Make an appointment: just fill in the form. 

 
Our address: 
retter.ch GmbH 
Juraweg 11 
CH-5722 Gränichen 
Switzerland 
 
Tel.:  +41 (0)62 724 11 55 
Fax.: +41 (0)62 724 11 56 
E-Mail: info@retter.ch 
URL: www.retter.ch 
 
 
 

Fire brigade:  
 

Company: 
 

Department: 
 

Position: 
 

Name: 
 

Street: 
 

Postal Code/Place : 
 

Phone: 
 

Fax: 
 

E-Mail: 
 

 
[   ] We are interested in a demonstration 
[   ] Day [   ] Evening 

[   ] Send us more information   [  ] in general    [  ] operating instructions with cd 
[   ] Contact us 
       [   ] E-Mail 
 [   ] Fax 

[   ] Phone ______Time  to______ Time 
 

[   ] Offer for: 
[ ____ ] number of pieces s-2-s strap version   [ ____ ] fire [ ____ ] public  
[ ____ ] number of pieces with velcro fasteners (recommend) [ ____ ] fire [ ____ ] public    
  
Remarks: 
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